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The invention is a portable sewer maintenance system which includes an IoT (internet of things) based sewer inspection probe with a self-powered clog detection and clearing robot. It is a wireless technology with a robot having self-cleaning feature. It is also an affordable solution to inspect and clean manholes and sewer lines.

Area of technology: Product design/Sustainable technologies

Technology Readiness Level (TRL): 4

BACKGROUND

- Presently, method for sewer-line clearing in India involve Jetting-sucking and de-silting machines.
- Available automated technologies are expensive and often found to be not feasible for congested areas.
- Also, the automated machines which produce images are complex, making it difficult for maintenance authorities to use. Periodic inspection and maintenance is needed to solve various maintenance issues.

TECHNOLOGY

The invention discloses a device and system for finding an obstacle at a location and removing it.

Key highlights:

- Wireless system operating with robot having self-cleaning feature.
- Robot inspects and de-clogs in pipes with varied dimensions starting from 225mm.
- Robot inspection includes visuals, pH, temperature and gas sensing.
- It is housed in carry case with PV panels for ‘on-the-go’ charging of operational unit.
- Logging of sewer related complaints on mobile phone using GPS with the maintenance authority.
COMMERCIALIZATION

Indian Institute of Science has filed a provisional specification for patent grant in India
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